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Governors, Watt Debate Public Land Sales
KALISPELL, Mont. (UPI) Secretary of Interior James Watt
and some ofthe nation's democratic
governors Wednesday heatedly debated the Reagan administration's
policy of selling public lands.
The encounter occurred in the
closing hours of the Western Governors' Conference, where Watt de-

Services To
Be Held For
Local Pilot
(UPI) -- Private services are
scheduled Saturday for Maxie
Anderson, the renowned longdistance balloonist who died this
week in a balloon crash in West Germany.
Rep. Manuel Lujan, R·N.M.,
announced Wednesday that Ander·
son's body would be flown Friday
from West Germany to Chicago,
where it will be transferred to a private plane for the flight to Albuquerque.
Anderson's flying companion,
Don Ida of Colorado, was also killed
Monday in the crash of their helium
balloon ..
The investigation into the accident is continuing and West German
investigators believe Anderson and
Ida may have plunged to their deaths
because they detonated charges to
separate their gondola from the balloon too early.
They were participating in the
Gordon Bennett International Balloon Race, which began Sunday
morning in Paris.
Officials speculated Tuesday that
they may have been trying to avoid
flying into East German or Czechoslovakian air space and tried to make
a forced landing.
.. Their balloon had a mechanism
that allowed them to dump the gondola while hovering only a few feet
off the ground, •' said Schweinfurt
prosecutor Walter Muelzer, who is
heading the investigation into the
accident.
••ft seems as ifit functioned either
continued on page 2

fended his stormy two~ year record to
the state chief executives.
As the annual meeting Closed, tbe
governors passed a resolution generally opposing the s11le of public
lands, despite Watt's efforts to dissuade them.
Watt lectured the governors with
charts and graphs to illustrate "the
tremendous successes that we have
had'' in leasing lands for coal and oil
development. He also said his re·
cord of spending for parks and wild
life was better than the public
thought.
But Democratic Gov. Toney

Anaya of New Mexico dismissed
Watt's performance as a "road
show."

Watt said that was not true,
although minutes before he bad
mentioned the land revenue a·s a way
to help cover the deficit. "Retiring
Watt agreed the handling pf the the debt is not the object of this
land sales program had been thing," he said.
''lousy" in its early stages, but said
the Department of Interior now was
Evans said the issue was ''a matworking closely with governors and ter of trust," and "we're suspihad sold only 1,312 acres last year in cious."
the country.
He said part of his suspicion cenGov. John Evans of Idaho, whose tered around President Reagan's
state is- two~thirds owned by the creating a Property Review Board in
federal government, was concerned 1982 to oversee the sales.
Watt said the board was not
Watt justified sale ofpublic lands to
actively involved in the sales now.
help pay off the national debt.

"We have worked out the differences," he said. "An acre here, an
acre there."
At. a news conference before the
formal session with the governors,
Watt delighted in a remark by
Democratic pollster Peter Hart that
he was the "kryptonite around
Ronald Reagan's neck."
"I was delighted to hear the
Democratic pollster say that,'·' Watt
said. ''If I have 50 percent of the
people against me, it means Ronald
Reagan is a powerful political force, .. It's hog heaven for Republicans,''

Negotiators,
Union Reach
Contract Pact
(UPI) - Negotiators for the
University of New Mexico Hospital and a union representing
hospital workers reached tentative agreement Wednesday on a
new two-year contract.
Details of the proposed contract were not disclosed pending
ratification, but a hospital
spokesman said it included a provision to re-open wage negotiations after the end ofthe first year
of the pact.
The contract will be presented
Thursday to the membership of
District 1199 of the National Union of Hospital and Health Care
Employees.

If the membership ratifies the
contract, it will be submitted to
the hospital board of trustees for
approval .
The proposed contract would
replace the current pact that expires Thursday.
The negotiators had b·een
meeting since last. month.

NURSES AND medical technicians from the Unittersity of New Mexico Hospitai/BCMC union
11119 held an informal picket Friday to prod contract negotiations. Rod Anderson, a union
representative, explains the protocol of striking.

Supreme Court Approves Tax Brea~s
For Parochial School Pupils' Parents

CHOW TIME: Pt•lrie dogs at the Albuquerque Zoo take tlmfl
out of • busv d•v to consume their noon nourishment.

WASHINGTON (UPl) ~The
Supreme Court gave its blessing
Wednesday to special tax breaks for
parents of parochial schools students, ruling 5-4 that a Minnesota.
law allowing tuition deductions does
not improperly aid religion.
The decision flashed a positive
signal to supporters of a plan backed
by President Reagan to provide
federal tuition tax credits, a controversial proposal that has been
simmering on Capitol Hill.
The· high court's ruling upheld
Minnesota's Jaw that allows families
to deduct up to $700 from their taxable income for costs of tuition and
other expenses for children attending pubJic or private schools.
The four dissenting justices
sharply criticized the law, adopted
in 19.55, complaining it •·has a direct
and immediate effect of advaracing
religion''.- .something the Con~
stitution absolutely forbids.
The Ml'nnesota law is similar to
the administration's proposal, first

advanc~d by Reagan during the

1980 campaign as a way to ''strengthen parental control over educa~
tion."
Writing for the majority, Justice
William Rehnquist acknowledged
the decision deals with an "extraordinarily sensitive area of consti~
tutional law." But he found the
Minnesota law is acceptable because
it has a non-religious purpose and
neither advances religion nor entangles the state with it.
"A state's decision to defraythe
cost of educational expenses incurred by parents -- regardless of the
type of schools their. children
attend ........ evidences a purpose that
is both secuhrr and understandable," Rehnquist wrote for the
majority,
He also said states have a strong
interest in "assuring the continued
financial health of private schools,
both sectarian and non-sectarian.''
Rehnquist rejected arguments
such tax breaks primarily benefit re-

ligious schools, noting the Minnesota education deduction is allowed all
parents, whether their children
attend public or private schools.
In a second 5-4 ruling Wednesday, the court upheld the District of
Columbia's procedures for automatically committilfg the criminally
insane, such aspresidential assailant
John W. Hinckley Jr., and holding
continued on page 2
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Wire Report

United Press lnternotional

By Mark Miehnovicz

Leader Says· Papal Visit
Mexico Riots Forseen After Shooting
Calmed Polish Party Foes CAMARGO, Mexico- Chi- has been charged with murder. 75,000, is located 330 miles
WARSAW, Poland- Communist Party leader Wojcicch
Jaruzclski Wednesday rated Pope
John Paul IJ's visit to Poland a success and said he hoped it would reduce opposition to his regime,
Jaruzelskl's comments, although
his tirst on the pope's visit last week,
did not disclose any details of the
general's two private talks with the
Polish-born pontiff.
Church sources reported the two
reached agreement on a number of
political and economic issues, including establishment of a churchsupported foundation to rebuild Poland's economy and a government
pledge to lift martial law by this fall
and free imprisoned members of the
banned Solidarity union.
"We talked about the future of the
nation. about actions for the course
ofpence." Jaruzelski said in an interview with a state-run newspaper
in Kielce, a city midway betwee11
Warsaw and Krakow.
Asked if John Paul's tour of Poland would aid "normalization" of
the country - the regime's term for

its campaign to suppress the Solidarity l)nderground and win broader
support for Jaruzclski's policies~
the general snid, ''I would wish th!lt
very much.

huahua Governor Oscar Ornelas
Kuchle urged political leaders to
help maintain Jaw and order in
the wake of a shooting which
claimed the lives of two opposition party members and injured
two others. a governor's aide said
Wednesday.
Police said a Revolutionary Institutional Party (PRI) candidate
opened fire with a shotgun at a
meeting of the Camargo National
Action Party (PAN) Tuesday
night, killing PAN members
Ramon Garcia Pizarro and Hortencia Dominguez.
Ofticers arrested Carlos Hector Aragon Chacon, a PRJ candidate for alderman protem, who

Jaruzelski said church-state talks
that began well before the pope· s
arrival June 16 "provided appropriate conditions" for his meetings
with John Paul.
"1 believe that our expectations
and anticipations did not go amiss.''
he said, referring both to his discussions with the pope and the C!ttire
eight-day visit.
Jaruzclski, who imposed martial
law more than 18 months ago and
outlawed the Solidarity union,
shrugged off the pope's highly
publicized comments about the suffering military rule has cost Poland
and the praise the pontiff heaped on
Solidarity during his appear;~nces
before millions of people at outdoor
masses.
SHAWNEE MISSION, Kan.He said some of the pope's re- President. Reagan, stopping in Kenmarks could have been interpreted tucky and Kansas on a cross-country
"plastically," or fit into any mold trip Wednesday, pushed basic
the listener wished.
education skills as the key to jobs

Reports of a third fatality in the
same shooting incident have not
been confirmed by police,
The governor, a member of
PRJ, the party that has dominated
Mexican politics for more than
50 years, sent telegrams to PAN
.le<!ders in Camargo pledging to
conduct a complete and unbiased
investigation into the shooting.
Garcia was killed instantly but
Dominguez died in a hospital early Wednesday, police said. Also
seriously injured are Celestina
Carmona and Vidal Pizarro, both
members of PAN, the conservative party whose acronym is the
Spanish word for bread.
Camargo, population about

south of El Paso, Texas.
Police officials in Juarez,
across the Rio Grande from EJ
Paso, said they feared the violence would spread to other
cities.
Throughout the slate of Chihuahua, a total of 67 municipalities will be electing mayors and
city councilmen on July 3, including the border towns of
Juarez, acr~ss from El Paso, and
Ojinaga, across from Presidio,
Texas.
Witnesses told police Aragon
showed up at the meeting and
opened fire in front of the assembled group who were celebrating
the end of the campaign.

An original goal of $350,000 in private
contributions for University of New Mexico
Presidemial Scholarships has been e)(ceeded
by more than $150,000, making more scholarships ;~vailable this fall, the UNM Foundation, Inc, announced.
The 42 percent boost in contributions available this year is due to the fund-raising drive of
approximately 125 alumni and friends of the
foundation, led by chairperson Ann Jourd;m
DeL ayo.
Tbe foundation, with assets approaching
$1.5 milJion, provides funds for Presidi.mtial
Scholarships and other academic programs,
the development of teaching programs and the
purchase of lab equipment and library material~, UNM Executive Director Robert Lalicker says.
"Our purpose is to raise money,' • Lalicker
says. "We solicit, receive and administer gift
funds on the behalf of the University,"
Money from the foundation is invested be-

fore it is used or given to the university,
Lalicker says.
Presently, the foundation has more than$]
million invested in money market accounts
and certificates of deposit, he says.
"These short-term investments give us the
maximum return .... he adds,
"We keep all the money in New Mexico,"
he says, "though some of the brokerage
houses we invest. with may go outside the
state,"
Interest income, which amounted to about
$100,000 this year, is used for operating costs
and made avaiiable to UNM colll~gcs for
program funding, he says.
Lalicker says the foundation is important
because of new budget restrictions and reduced appropriations from the state.
''The university has to depend more on the
private sector (for funding)," he says.
The Presidential Scholarship Program is
administered by the foundation. Scholarships
of $1,000 are awarded to New Mexico high
school seniors who demonstrate leadership

qualities and academic ability,
Private sponsors provide $700 of the scholarship and the foundation provides the additional $300.
"We are very proud of the Presidential
Scholarship Program," Lalickcr says.
Lalicker also says he is proud of the Tom L
Popejoy Society, whose members largely support the foundation.
"Membership in the society requires a
minimum donation to the foundation of
$10,000," he says. "Our goal for 1983 was to
have 100 charter members, and we have
107.''
"This year more than $2 million has been
pledged to the foundation," Lalicker says.
LaIicker says 95 percent of donations made
by members are earmarked for specific uses.
Unrestricted money and interest income is
allocated to various colleges at UNM, he says.
In the fall of each year, a memorandum
telling how much money is available for programs is sent to college de !InS. Deans send
program proposals and a budget to the founda-

lion's review committee.
The committee puts the requests in order of
priority and sends them to the university president, If the order of priority is endorsed it is
sent to an allocation committee, where funding for programs is approved or disapproved.
"There seems to be a lot of red tape,"
Lalicker says.
The foundation is a public corporation and
entirely separate from the U'livcrsity, Lalicker
says. n has been given tax-exempt status by
the Internal Revenue Service.
The foundation is run by a 30.member
board of directors made up of professional and
business leaders from New Mexico and neighboring states.
UNM administrators on the board are uni·
vcrsity President John Perovich, Medical
Center Director Leonard M. Napolitano and
Lalicker.
The foundation, which is funded by private
individuals and businesses, was established in
1980 for the sole purpose of providing financial support to the university..

Reagan Speaks on Skills Not Papers

and •·a golden age of prosperity for
America" in the 21st century.
Reagan renewed his back-tobasics campaign for education reform in twin speeches in Louisville
and this affluent Kansas City suburb
en route to California for more
appearances and a holiday stay at his
mountain top rancb ncar Santa Barbara.
dent Jose Lopez Portillo.
his congressional immunity and
Earlier in Louisville he made a
The Attorney Generals Office ac- could be tried for fraud.
pitch
for vocational education, callcused Dinz Serrano defrauded
The
accusation
stems
from
an
auPemex of $34 million in the purchase of two large tankers and said the dit of the oil monopoly by the Comformer manager of the Pcmex fleet, ptroller Ministry, the government
Enrique Amado, could be involved watchdog agency created by President Miguel de Ia Madrid, the office
in the fraud.
continued from page 1
The Attorney Generals Office said.
too early, while the balloon was Still
As director of Pemex, Diaz Serra· high off the ground, or too late, after
presented the accusation against
Diaz Serrano to the Permanent Com- no lead the oil sector in its largest it was pulled into the air again by a
mission of the National Congress so expansion ever that spearheaded the gust of wind,,. he· said.·
a
that the senator would be stripped of country's economic boom.
Muelzer said autopsies performed
on the bodies of both men in Bad
Kissengen Tuesday indicated they
died of "massive" internal injuries
suffered in the crash.
cloth~s
In Paris, race officials said the
balloonists were denied permission
to enter either East German or
Czechoslovakian air space before
the race began. They said both men
had radioed East Germany in an
attempt to obtain. clearance to fly
over the country but were refused
permission to do so.
A West German government
aviation office spokesman said
Anderson and Ida had radioed
Frankfurt from their balloon saying
they had "difficully" in controlling
their craft.
He said police and aviation office
observers watched their balloon fly
low over the forest with ropes dangling from the gondola.
A witness said he saw both men
~~e !l.ffffi~BREHJ IDfHD~F?
pitching ballast out of the craft minutes before it crashed. They said
Both locations

Mexico's Ex-Oil Chief Faces Corruption Charge
MEXICO CITY- The Mexico
government Wednesday :tccuscd the
former director of Petrolcos Mexicanos, Jorge Diaz Serrano, of a $34
million fraud, making him the highest official ofthc former administration charged with corruption.
Diaz Serrano, who is currently a
senator from the state of Sonora,
was the head of the state oil monopoly Petroleos Mcxicanos, known as
Pemex, from 1976 to 1981, during
the administration of former Presi·

ing a return to basic skills the key to
economic growth.
While the public emphasis during
the trip was on education, the private
concerns of Reagan's advisers still
focused on the controversy over his
campaign staff's acquisition and use
of informantion from the Carter
campaign in 1980 - a source of
embarrassment that consumed much
of Reagan's televised news conference Tuesday evening.

Maxie

We're stripping the store of summer

Sf6~· eJ

2937 Monte Vlsfl NE

(Near UNM)

11101 Menaul NE
(Foothills Shopping Center)

THE ASUNM DUPLICATING CENTER
I.S OPEN FOR YOU THIS SUMMER ll
• REASONABLE

PRIC~S II

• I'ROF~SSlONAL QUALfTY •
• FAST SERVICE

II

• TYP lNG SERV [CES I RENTALS •

IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS PLEASE CALL 217·503 I

ASUNM

Contribution Boost Adds Presidential Scholarships

DUPLICATINC CENTER

N.E. CORNER S.U.B.
BASE~ENT

Medium Pepsi
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the balloon disappeared over a
wooded hill and when it was next
sighted the gondola was missing.
Anderson, Ben Abruzzo and Lar·
ry Newman became the first to cross
the Atlantic Ocean in a balloon,
flying their black and silver Double
Eagle II from Presque Isle, Maine,
to a. barley field near Misery,
France, in 1978.
Anderson and his son, Kris, 26,
then became the first to make a transcontinental balloon flight, flying the
Kitty Hawk from San Francisco to
the Canadian province of New
Brunswick in May 1980.
Anderson and Ida made three
attempts to fly their helium balloon
Jules Verne around the world, but
were plagued by recurrent gas leaks
in the envelope and eventually abandoned the effort.
Ida also was an experienced halloonist, having made a number of
domestic flights and a 1978 flight
over the Swiss Alps, from Murren,
Switzerland, to Monferato, Italy.
Anderson is survived by his wife,
Patty, and four children.
Services for members ofthe famiJy and close friends were scheduled
at St. Timothy's Lutheran. Cbllrch.

_,0 A.

FREE French Fries
with this coupon and the Purchase
of a Ha•barger ($1.30 or •ore)
a .55¢ savings
with coupon thru 7·6-83

2 pieces· of Golden Fried Chicken
Roll, Spicy 8eans, Jalapeno Pepper, and Med. Beverage

1.71

Reg. 52".

with coupon • Good Any Time • No Limit
.
0
.
. pen 0 a11y
UH our convenient drlv• up windows at
at :OOam
1830 Lomas NE
Other Locations
4700 Menaul NE
10015 Central NE
5231 Central SW
11200 Montgomery NE
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2 Slices of
state law argued that although parents with children in public schools
could claimthe deductions, they had
relatively few expenses that would
qualify. For example, out qf the
815,000 public students, the parents
of only 79 claimed a tuition deduction in the 1978·79 school year.
. While the .ruling lifted a constitutional cloud over Reagan's tuition
tax plan, Sen. Robert Packwood, R·
Ore., a foe; said, "The bulk of the
opposition is not constitutional."
But Sen. Robert Dole, R·Kan.,
chief sponsor of the bill, said the
decision "is good news for millions
of American parents who bear the
double burden of public school tax.es
and private school tuition."
The Senate Finance Committee in
May approved a bill to phase in a
federal tax: credit up to $300 per stu·
dent a year in 1985. Only families
making less than $50,000 annually
would qualify.

All Cheese Pizza

$1.00
offer valid thru 7-1-83
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With Purchase of any Hot dog.

Court
continued from page 1
them until they can prove they are no
longer menially ill or dangerous.
Leading the dissenters in the Minnesota case, Justice Thurgood Marshall argued the First Amendment's
ban against establishing religion for·
bids such tax: benefits, whether for
tuition payments or instructional
materials.
"For the first time, the court. bas
upheld financial . support for reli·
gious schools without any reason at
all to assume that the support·
. . . will not be used to support reli·
gious instruction. . .
"This result is flatly at odds With
the fundamental principieihat a state
may provide no financial support
whatsoever to promote religion,"
Marshall wrote, joined by Justices
William Brennan, Harry Blackmon
and John Paul Stevens.
Taxpayers who challenged the

FREE

8
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Fishbowl Vigil Necessary
For Healthy Democracy

Peace Acts Justified

Some political players and observers claim the flap over the
Reagan administration's possession of some of Jimmy Carter's 1980
campaign material isjust that- flap, a scrap for the media to masticate.
Robert Novak, a political columnist, down played the issue on the
television program Nightline, and said Tuesday's presidential news
conference should have been used by reporters to cover more important matters of taxation and the budget. Ethics, in Novak's opinion,
apparently is not a topic newsworthy enough to take up "valuable
press conference time:'
When W<ltergate blew up on the global political stage, some foreign powers considered the Americ<ln public's reaction too strong and
somewhat naive. After all, dirty tricks have always been part of any
power struggle, and politics is power.
The idealogical base of our government, however, implies a greater trust in those who represent us. And it is our responsibility to make
sure that trust is honored. What we expect of ourselves, our neigh-·
bars, our society, we have every right to expect of our representatives.
One definition of democracy, as given in Webster's New Collegiate
Dictionary, is "the absence of hereditary or arbitrary class distinctiohs
or privileges." We cannot allow presidents or other elected officials to
create a separate code of ethical privilege for themselves, without
risking the weakening of the traditio·nal ideal in which our government is rooted in.
The fishbowl politicians live in comes with the job, and checking to
make sure the water doesn't get too murky is part of the news media's
job.

~JOHN

The U.S. Senate, by an 18-vote margin, stalled Tuesday a simplyworded constitutional amendment which, if passed, would have
thrown our country into a turmoil. The abortion-ban amendment
read: "A right to abortion is not secured by this Constitution."
These 10 words would have negated not only the Supreme Court
ruling designating legal abortion as a right inherent to a woman's
privacy, but the 10 years American society took to reconcile itself to
the fact that, legal or not, individual women seek abortions.
The ban, if it had been passed by the Senate, would have gone to
the House, then required P<~ssage by 38 state legislatures. If the
message has not taught us anything <~bout reality, the medium
should.
The time taken for an uneasy acceptance of the 1973 Supreme
Court ruling, would be nothing compared to the battles that would
result if the b<1n went to the states for approval.
Though abortion rights have com every close to legitimacy, propo·
nents of the ban plan to use their amendment as a campaign issue.
Again, the right-to-life people, the right-to-abort groups and the rightto-choose organizations will be forced to go over and over their
st<~nds. Candid<~tes will be forced to call the present Supreme Court
ruling right or wrong, which they should be, but m<~ny good c<~ndi
dates will be lost because of individual preference.
Sen. Bob Packwood, R-Ore., contesting the proposed ban, said:
"All it is going to succeed in doing is absolutely dividing this country
for a generation." Another generation, Senator, <~nd <~nother, as long
as conservatives and <'Inti-abortionist groups determine their morality
should be everyone's momlity.
Wren Propp

IN A MINIIT6.
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The Lobo editorials of June 23 attempt to dismiss last week's peace
activities. It cannot be done!
The curse of our times is our loss of c.ontrol over o.ur human
destiny. All those who participated in worldwide Disarmament Week
are attempting to reverse the curse, in the beliefthat it need not be so.
The possession of weapons of mass destruction is simply immoral;
no one has the right to risk my children's lives the w<~y they are being
risked today. Nazi criminals were punished for not opposing institutionalized immorality. I submit that we now live under institutionalized immorality.
Since the first atomic explosion here in New Mexico, we have heard
that more and better nuclear weapons would make us more secure.
All we have achieved is hair-trigger insecurity.
David Rutschman

Water Safety Tips Warn
Of Carnivorous Lake Carp
By Dave Barry

Summer's here, a time when we look at our bodies, which have
ingested more than 75,000 Doritos brand corn chips over the winter
months, and we decide to get healthy again. Americans firmly believe
that the outdoors is a healthy place to be.
Americans are loons. The outdoors is insanely dangerous, a fact
that is well known to any creature who actually lives there. Squirrels,
for ex<~mple. You never see a relaxed squirrel. They're always twitching and staring and jerking their heads around violently in case
something is sneaking up behind them to eat them. Eventually, most
squirrels turn to narcotics, which is why their average life span is so
shockingly short. At least I assume it is. Most of them look aWfully
young to me.
1Jjl5 HeRe-'6 ...

I

So if you plan to go outdoors this year, here are some safety tips to
help make sure you 'get through the summer without any major
deaths or anything.

Ak)(andria Klns

LOOK MAl Doug Miller, 14, and his friends Clay and Todd
Wagy wheel their way around campus seeming to defy
gravity.

CON5UMMRre
PJ%RAt:e.

J

Report In Now
If you were, or may have been,
playing frisbee on Johnson Field
on a Wednesday night, April 27,
1983 at about I a.m., please contact Sandra Cox of the UNM
Police at 277-5975 or 277-2241.

WildRose
2918 Central SE
at Girard

Of course, sometimes you are forced to swim in lakes. For example,
under federal law, children are not permitted to come home from
summer camp until they swim in the lake. And sometimes you may
go on an outing Wherein your companions have a few beers and leap
into the lake and you really want to join them on the grounds that it's a
hot day and they seem to be having fun and there's a good chance
that everybody is going to eventually get naked. Ok<~y.lfan emergen• cy such as this arises, you can go into the lake, but you must swim
with constant, violent motion of your hands and feet so as to keep as
much of your body out of the water where it will be easily visible from
a rescue helicopter. You must not use the deadly "crawl'' stroke
wherein you thrust your arms suggestively into the depths, toward
the giant lake-dwelling carp that are watching you with buggy eyes
and wondering with primitive carp brains if you would fit into their
mouths.

We want to protect you from fraud or mistakenly
· having long distance calls billed to your number. So
we're now requiring verification on all pay plione
calls billed to a third number. That means if your
number is to be billed, our operators will ask either
you or someone at your home or business to approve
each call when it's made. And if the line is busy or
nobody answers, the operator won't complete the
call.
If you place a third number call yourself, you do
have billing alternatives. You can call collect or pay for
it in coin. The fastest, easiest way, however, is to
charge the call to a Bell system Calling Card.*
But should someone want to charge a call to
you, we'll make sure it meets with your approval. So
calls you don't want to pay for aren't made at your
expense.
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alone or watching to veg-out after a
These are bad reasons to w;~tch
hard day or keeping the set on for television, Dixon feels, [f people
Television is ~.Jddicti ve and should mindless company."
were not so accustomed to televibe taken out of the home, say memAnother suggestion is to keep the sion, they would find beHer ways to
bers of the Society for the Eradica- television in a closet.
handle the problems.
"This way it would take as much
tion of Television, a national group
"In the '50s we had X-ray
based in Albuquerque with members time to prepare for walching TV as it machines in shoe stores. The salesdoes for other projects like sewing or man would X-ray children's feet to
throughoutN~w Mexico, Maryland,
gardening. Maybe you would find see if they were developing correctColorado and California.
The society's goal is to get televi- something else to do," Dixon says.
ly. Well, we found out it was harmDixon says statistics show the ful and we got rid of the machines.
sion out of the home.
"There is no doubt in my mind average length of time spent watch- We get rid of the things that arc
that TV is harmful," says society ing television is "six-and-one-half bad," she explains.
hours a day."
dir~ctor Mary Dixon.
''As we more fully understand the
She feels most people do not want harmful effects of television, we'll
Dixon believes television has destroyed social intercourse in our to spend so much time watching, but get rid of it too," she adds. Dixon
country and isoi~.Jted us socially. She are too embarrassed or ashamed to is interested in finding a student repbeli~v~s that with th~ invasion of admit it.
resentative who would talk to stuA lot of people usc the same ex- dents and help spread the eradication
television, families stopped talking
and glued themselves to their sets. cuses as to why they watch so much society's message.
"We seem tp believe that a television, she says.
She urges interested students to
These excuses include using tele- contact her at 247·3245 or write to
couch, table and television equal a
vision to relax after a long day, keep- The Society for the E\r<!dication of
home," she adds.
Society members do not want to ing it on as a form of company and Television, P.O. Box I 124, Albubelittle sporting events or get people having it as the source for news.
querque, N. M., 87103.
mad at them, they just want Americans to recognize the power television has over them.
Dixon feels that "no one is so
empty inside that they can't find
something else to fill their time."
She says she realizes most people
will not get rid of their sets•. She
does, however, have suggestions for
helping people learn to curb their
television habit, such as making
television viewing a social thing.
"If you need to watch a program,
BELTS: Smooth leather •
share it with someone," she says.
"Get out of the habit of watching
and suede with hand-hammered sculptured buckles; •

silk, cotton, rayon, raw silk. OBIS. Soutache shell
belts. Shawls. Fantastic earrings from local and
national designers. Necklaces. B & D purse-size
combs, brushes, pill boxes, nail files and more in little
colored cases. Band DT's. MoreT's. UNDIES: Adolfo
Pantyhose. cool cotton, silk bikini and camisoles.

We'll start with water s<~fety. The most important rule of water
safety is that you must never swim in water unless it is completely
surrounded by concrete and contains large amounts of man-made
chemicals that are toxic to wildlife. This means you must stay out of
lakes, because they have muck bottoms that your feet could sink into,
which could cause you to drown or, worse, disturb a snapping turtle.
Snapping turtles are already pretty annoyed because they have to
mate for life, so if you disturb one it will try to bite your limbs off, and it
will probably succeed because snapping turtles have no natural ene·
mies and consequently grow to the size of motel rooms.
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--Commentary--·Ban Threatens to Undo
10 Years Toward Uneasy
Acceptance of Abortion
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Group Wants Television Out of Home,
Believes Family Life Being Destroyed
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Corporation Offers Loan
To Public Radio Network
}Jy Mark Michnovicz
The C'orpora(ion for Public
Bmadcasting has proposed to lend
$9.1 mil)ion to National Public
Radio for three years to.hclp save the
financiully-troubled network.
Station managers of NPR's 281
member stations must vote on
whether to accept the proposal, suid
Maggie Sparkman. station manager
at KUNM. Albuquerque's public
radio st.tlion.
Sparkman, one of many station
mana!;!crs concerned that financial
woes will weaken NPR news pmgr:unming. said thci'c appears to he
little choke but to accept the loan.
"We don't have a choice (ahout
accepting the proposal)," Spmkmun
said, "but I'm not sure if it is a good

one.

tt

The proposal is being termed·' the
buv-back plan" by member station
Jmtnagcrs. Sp<Jrkman said.
The full amount of the loan would
be sent directly to NPR in 1984,
under tht: provisions cf the current
proposal. In 1985, $7.1 million
would go to NPR and $2 million
would go to the member stations,
with an option of sending it to NPR,
she said.
Sparkman said KUNM would receive between $4,000-$5,000.
In 1986. $5. 1 milli.on would go to

Research Group Files Injunctions in WIPP Delay Try
The battle over construction of the
Waste Isolation Pilot Plant in Carlsbad is being armed with delays and
court cases from private groups and
state government.
Southwest Research and Information Center on Monday requested a
preliminary injunction to stop
permanent construction of the plant.
The motion, which was filed in
the U.S. District Court in Albuquerque, asks the court to prohibit the
Department of Interior from granting an adrninrstrative land withdrawal for WIPP. It claims that only

NPR and $4 million to the stations,
with the same option, she said.
The proposal puts more control in
the hands of the stations, Sparkman
said. But if enough stations decide
not to give the money to NPR and go
to other sources for programing,
NPR will continue to have the same
financial problems.
It has not been decided whether
stations will continue to be NPR
members if they do not send the
money to NPR, she said. CPB will
not commit themselves on an answer
to that question.
"There seems to be a conspiracy
to get rid of NPR us u news
source~ to weaken it to a point
where it wouldn't survive," Sparkman said. "NPR provides outstanding news programs. We couldn't
afford to produce our own news."
Auditors from the accounting
firm of Coopers & Lybrand had reported that NPR "may be unable to
continue in existence" because it
has incurred a net loss of $4.5 million in the first seven months of this
fiscal year, and its current liabilities
exceeded its current assets by almost
$6.5 million.
CPB, which administers federal
funds to public radio and television,
plans to use interest income from its
own revenues for the loan.

'

SUMMER JAM: An informal noontime concert by the duckpond is performed by Assis·
tant Professor Tim De Young (right} and Teacher's Associate Wayne Shrubsa/1 (/eh}.

Benefit To Be Held for Area Day Care
local bands The Planets and D. J.
Cookin, as well as food and refreshments. The event is scheduled from
1 to 6 p.m.
Half the proceeds collected will
go to the Associated Students of the
University of New Mexico/Graduate Student Association Child Care

Co-op and the YWCA child care
program.
Admission is $4.50 in advance
and $5 at the fairgrounds. Tickets
may be purchased at American
Toyota, 725 Wyoming Blvd. N.E.
from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. or at the New
Mexico Union Ticket Office on the
UNM campus.

Alarm Proves
False; Library
Vacated Briefly

TOP-OFGodfather's Pizza Combo - it's been
imitated, counterfeited, forged and faked,
but's it's never been duplicated.
Pounds of gunk on a gorgeous crust,
guaranteed to devastate your appetite.
So what's holdin' ya'?

Godfather's PizZa ..
UNM

loe~tlon

~

Zimmmerman Library was evacuted Wednesday afternoon as a precaution when smoke was seen on the
second floor.
Campus Policesaythesmoke was
caused by a malfunctioning fluorescent light on the south side of the
second floor. No damage to the
building was reported.
A fire alarm was pulled when the
smoke was first seen at about 3:45
p.m. by a library supervisor. Seven
uniis of the Albuquerque Fire Department responded to the alarm.
Library employees and patrons
were allowed to return to the building after about 20 minutes. The
alarm continued to ring for nearly
half an hour after that until it was
turned off by an alarm specialist.

_.....,_..,.

106 Buena Vlota, SE 247·9591
(Behind 31. Fll\lor• on -~nbal)

5306 c.. u.l. SW
1100 Mi:naul Btvdl, NE
1135 CuHJarl1j NW
5500
NE

1136-0ICI
299-6666
MS-1561
1121·7262

Save-way Liquor Stores
San• moner. C'arry-out ser\'ke. pll'nty of free jJarkin~

5704 Lomas Blvd. NE

ACROSS
1LSAT
2 GMAT
3 GRE
4 MCAT
5 OAT
6 MAT
7PCAT
8 DCAT

9 VAT
10 iOEFL
11 SSAT
12 PSAT
13 SAT
14 ACT
15 MSKP

$2 09
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9 GRE PSYCH
10 GRE 810
11 ACHIEVEMENTS
12 NURSING BDS
13 CPA
14 SPEED READING
15 ESL REVIEW
16 INTRO TO
LAW SCHOOL
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Six llack
Cans .•..• , • • • • . • .

1 NCB I
8 CGFNS

Your la\orill• hrands cosllf!.'iS at Save-ll' a\·
and you'll alwuys ~et what you ask ror. ·

Coors

DOWN
1 NMB
2VQE
3.ECFMG
4 FLEX
5 NOB
6 NPB I

CONCEPTIONS
SouTHWEST

MPLIIN
EDUCATIONAL CENTER

Call Days. Eves & Weekends

if:

265·2524
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only $1.89 . .
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Permanent Centers In More than f f5 Mar or U.S. Cilies & Abroad
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Schlitz

Bacardi

Domino's

Pizza
750
Size

Smirnoff

............. $4.99

1. 75
Size .... , .. .. • .. .

Delivers
Fast, Frae Delivery

! $1.50·.

I
1 .$1.50 off ahy 16" pizza.

1 ·Ohe coupon per pizza.
I

Expires 7-15·83

1 Fast, Free Delivery
1 · 3920 Central SE
I 262-1662

$9.99

•

Prices good through July 4.
Use our convenient drive-up window.

I

3920 Central SE'

262•1662
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I
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$.75
$. 75 off any size pizza.
One cou.e.on per pizza.
Expires 7•15·83

Fast, Free Delivery
3920 Central SE

Interior Official To Visit
A U.S. Dep;rrtmcnt of the Interior official will visit Albuquerque
Tuesday to explain department policies, particularly the federal coal
leasing program.
Dr. Garrey Carruthers, assistant secretary for Land and Water
Resources, is scheduled to address the Congressional Action Commit•
tee at a luncheon briefing at the Albuquerque Convention Center, . .·
Interior Department officials said Carruthers would outline for the
committee the obje.ctives.of the co;~lleasing progtarn and the cons¢quences of a leasing moratorium such as that urged by Gov, Toney
Anaya.
See related story

Mark t..1khnovlcl.

An afternoon benefit for city day
care centers, which have been
forced by !ising costs to seek increased public funding, will be held
Saturday at the Spanish Village on
the New Mexico State Fairgrounds.
The "Day Care Benefit Jamboree" will feature perforn1ances by

J

Congress can approve such a withdrawal.
"We don't think WIPP should be
constructed," Don Haocock of the
Inform&tion Center said. "Applicable laws and safety have not been
demonstrated.''
The motion is another step in
Southwest's lawsuit against the Department of Energy and the Interior
Department for violations of the
U.S. Constitution, the Federal Land
Policy and Management Act, the
National Environmental Policy Act,
and the Administrative Procedures

EPA Chief Notes Concern
Of Toxic Water Dangers
WASHINGTON (UPI) ~ Environmental Protection Agency
Chief William Ruckelshaus tried
Wednesday to reassure members of
Congress whose constituents' drinking water is threatened by ground
water contamination.
More than I 00 million Americans
depend on ground water for their
drinking water, either through community public water systems. or their
own wells.
Rep. MikeSynar, D-Okla., chairman of a government operations
subcommittee, said more than2,830
wells in 20 states have been contaminated in the past few years.
He blamed toxic chemicals leak-

ing from hazardous waste sites, pesticides sprayed on crops and other
sources, including sludge leaks from
oil. and gas drilling operations.
Synar called it "astounding" the
EPA has no national program coordinating local and federal efforts to
identify and eliminate threats to
ground water supplies before damage occurs.

about July I is mentioned in the motion.
The court W!lS asked to enjoin the
Energy Department from beginning
or continuing construction at WIPP,
claiming the environmental impact
statement for the project does not
adequately address the repository's
impacts.
"The DOE said the waste will be
retrieved. We have two major concerns. The first is that the material
might not be removable and the

second is that in 25 or 30 years from
now, who knows what the DOE or
the U.S. Congress will decide,"
Hancock said.
The rese:~rch group says the Energy Department has never nnalyzcd
the alternative sites for WIPP, their
impacts on public lands and the costs
to tax;payers in tern1s of mineral resources.
Hancock said the DOE and the
DOl are going ahead despite opposition from Gov. Toney Anaya.

NM Committee
Approves WIPP
Structure Plan
CARLSBAD, N.M. (UPI) ~The
interim Legislative Radioactive
Materials Committee has approved
construction of the Waste Isolation
Pilot Plant, a U.S. Department of
Energy installation for the storage of
radioactive waste.
Sen. Joe Gant, D-Carlsbad, said
today his committee approved the
consttuetion because, ~"We can't
see the advantage of stopping the
work for what is absolutely essential
for the defense program of our
country."
The action was taken during a
committee meeting in Carlsbad last
week.
Gant said the committee took its
action because members were convinced state regulations were more
comprehensive than federal regulations, and that the site would be a
safe installation.
He said the committee members
made a tour of the area aleady mined
from deep salt beds where the DOE
plans to store the waste.

Rucke1shaus said he had created a
task force at EPA to Study how to
protect ground water and wanted to
wait for its recommendations in the
fall before committing to anything - including the national policy plan Synar requested.

John C. Condon, an independent researcher, consultant and writer in the
field of intercultural communication, will join the University ofNew Mexico
Speech Communication department faculty this fall as an instructor. Condon
will teach courses in interpersonal communication, semantics and a seminar
in intercultural communication. Condon spent the past year teaching in
institute programs at Columbia University, the University of Guam and the
Stanford University Institute for Intercultural Communication.
Kevin Ezell, Craig Shane, Laura Hunter, Melinda J. Baxter, Rebecca
Reach, Cecelia DiBlasi and Kathryn Graham, all of whom will enter UNM
as freshmen this fall, have been awarded $750 National Merit Scholarships,
renewable for four years. Admissions and Records officials say the larger
number of award recipients entering the university this fall marks a change
for the better in the quality of incoming freshmen.
Roy D. Caton, professor of chemistry at UNM, is teaching college
chemistry to technicians at Los Alamos National Laboratory through a
program he developed with the LANL Training Office, Caton has journeyed
to Los Alamos three or four times a week during the past year, working with a
group of 21 laboratory technicians who conduct analytical chemistry tasks
but have had little formal training in chemistry. Teaching the technicians
chemistry fundamentals has influenced Caton to change the way he teaches at
UNM. He found the problems the technicians encountered were common to
those of college students learning the science, and their solutions have given
him more insight into students' solutions.
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different ways
to look good.
trust Pearle.
What makes our trarne collection so
special isn't the number of choices. lfs the
nurnbet of good choices.
But the besttrame Is the frame thatlooks
best on you. And thafs what our optician ls
trained to help you find.
Because we're out to earn your trust.
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Act related to WIPP.
Southwest Research and other individual plaintiffs in the case believe
the Interior Department would be
violating the Property Clause of the
Constitution by allowing the transfer
of lands for construction of the
plant.
"There are a whole variety of
concerns. Containers don't exist and
routes are unknown. Also, the highways in New Mexico are not particularly safe," Hancock said.
The DOE's application to the Interior Department for an eight year
transfer of federal lands to be used
for the WIPP site beginning on or

tickets at Giant outlets
Sun Square Shopping Center
7:Z10A Menaul Blvd. N.E.
883·0077

PRESEnTED BY BIG RIVER CORP. & EVEninG STAR
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Arts

Arts·

Hollywood Stereotypes
Made Archaic By Lianna

Seagulls Bring New Wave Music,SF Lyrics to Civic

By Eddie Tafoya
Hollywood could learn a Jesson

from the 111m Lianna, for unlike the
popular images Hollywood studios
create. the lesbian in this film is not a
Jeather-j<u:kctcd bull·uikc or a cairn
and intellectual facade covering a
tragic core.
Nor is this a movie about Everywoman "dhcovcring new horizons
of sensuality and allowing herself to
indulge in the rapture of lesbianism."

Ami it b not a movie about a
woman "t1m.Jing hcrsi.!IL · ·
It is only about Lianna.
Lianna !Linda Griffiths.). the
mother of two children und the partncr ol' a philandering film profcssm·.
ha' known of her scl\ual preference
since she was a child and yet, for one
undiocloscd rcnson or another, she
has chosen to avoid any homosexual
affairs.
The abstention, however, ends
when a crush on her night-school
psychology teacher (Jane Hallarcn)
turns into a dinner date, and the dinncr <late turns .into the beginning of a
love affair.
Lianna's first lesbian scuuction is

sultry and erotic, employing two
naked bouics moving slowly anu delibcrutcly against a background the
color of a moonlit sky.
The eye alone, without any help
from the hormones. can appreciate
this scene. After the aesthetic value,
the erotic contribution is purely
gravy.
As a character Lianna is strong,
honest und very much in touch with
herself.
She is strong because she is always honest, she is proud of her
lover and she is not afraid of being
labeled "a dike."
Even though she feels slighteu by
her husband, she still has the depth
of soul to empathize with his disappointment of not being awardeu
tenure.
The characters who surround
Liannu ;~rc almost as interesting as
the protagonist.
For instance, Jerry (John Sayles),
a square-jawed laclic's man. seems a
shallow whorcmongcr at first, but is
eventually revcal.ed to be conscious
of and sensitive to Lianna's tribulations.
When a perplexed friend brings
up Lianna'schangc of heart, a gumchewing Jerry replies: "I'm from
California. That kind of stuff
doesn't faze me."
Spencer (Jesse Solomon), Lianna's precocious 13-year-old son,

A Flock of Seagulls, one of Bri·
tain's hottest new wave bands, will
bdng their world-acclaimed combination of guitar-oriented progessive rock, synthesizer-based modem
music and· science fiction-inspired
lyrics to Albuquerque Saturday.
The Fixx, another recently successful new wave band, will open
for A Flock of Seagulls.
Released less than a year ago, the
Flock's debut album went platinum,
gold or silver in the majority of the
world's record markets and continues to break out in country after
country.

Lianna (Linda Griffiths) and her lover, Ruth(Jane Hal/aren) in Lianna playing July 3 through

· 7 at Don Pancho's.

who is discovering his sexuality via
medical books and magazine fold·
outs, is a very effective character.
He seems more perceptive than
everyone else around him.
It is both tragic and funny when

the glib adolescent remarks: "So my
ol' lady's a dike. Big deal."
And there is Ruth, the only person
with whom Lianna has ever been in
love; an attractive woman very conscious of how widespread know-

ledge of her sexuality could affect
her career.
Lianna is playing at Don Pan·
cho's Theater Sunday through
Thursday, July 3-7.

Popular Chicano Play Opens
Teatro Pica/lie, Albuquerque's
unique Chicano theater group, will
begin a summer run of a classic oneact play, So/dado Razo, by noted
playwright, director and actor Luis
Valuez.

COMPATIBILITY •••
It's important to you & your buisiness and today you call on scien·
tific methods to insure your success . Now put science to work for
you, PERSONALLY••• with use of specially developed psychologic·
al evaluations and your personal preference data to find YOUR
other half. Call today for FREE personality profile.

COUPLES OF NEW MEXICO INC.
6020 Constitution NE, Suite 4
Alb., N.M. 87110
(505) 256-3535
LET'S JOIN HANDS

Office hours daily 9am to 9pm
Phone today for an appointment
STUDENT SPECIAL WITH THIS AD

Read superficially, So/dado Razo
appears to be a trite Vietnam play.
However, it is a concise and critical examination of the Chicano
family in the late '60s, its culture, its
system of values in a turbulent
period of American history, machismo and much more.
Using black humor, Valdez illustrates how the people who love
Johnny (El Sol dado Razo -The
Buck Private) and Johnny himself
contribute to Johnny's death,
Luis Valdez once said, "Chicano
theater is somewhere between
Brecht and Cantinflas."
Soldado Razo is ''the little gem of
the genre."
It clearly demonstrates Valdez's
commitment to educate, entertain
and point the way toward human
·freedom.
Soldado Razo will be directed by
guest director, Ramon Flores, resi-

dent director of La Campania de
Teatro de Albuquerque.
On why he was chosen to do this,
Flores said. "In 1977, Jose Rodri·
guez, the founder or La Campania
said in a radio interview that one of
his objectives was to aid in the development of "Teatro Populares"
(popular theaters).
"At that time, 1 was a member of
La Plebe Players- exactly the
kind of group that Jose had in mind.
"This group talked about theater
more than actually performing theater," Flores said.
"The following year, I joined La
Comapania and participated in the
growth of this dynamic company
that has developed a broad audience
base ahd has a reputation for quality.
"Jose left without directly working with a teatro popular but now it
has come time for me to return to my
roots to share my skills and experience.''
On his reasons for choosing Teatro Picame as his return to popular
theater, Flores added, "my contribution will be to a good group."
Directed and co-founded by Nita

Luna-Davis and Nicolas Retana,
Flores said Picallfe members are
"well disciplined and are as talented
as any around.
"My experience will nicely complement theirs."
Retana said the group was begun
in 1981 when the APS Multi·
Cultural Center approached him to
stage a drama reflecting Chicano
culture for a bilingual conference the
next year, using students from West
Mesa High School where Retana
taught.
From a core of "street-wise kids
(cholos)," Retana said he selected
actors without any high school drama experience, "but full of raw talent and stage presence.''
These actors then received community recognition for their roles in
the play staged for the conference,
the group broke away from West
Mesa High School and Teatro
Picante was born.
Soldado Razo will open July I and
run through July 23 at Casa Armijo
Community Center, 1021 Isleta
SW, on Fridays and Saturdays at 8
p.m. For ticket information call8776457 or 345-5475.

Only a few years ago in Liverpool, A Flock of Seagulls' four
members -- Mike Score on guitar,
vocals and keyboards; Frank
Maudsley on bass guitar; Paul
Reynolds on lead guitar; and Ali
Score on drums - were two hair- British new wave band A FIQck ofSeagulls, along with another successful rock band The Fixx,
dressers, an electrician and an auto will perform Saturday night at the Civic Auditorium.
mechanic.
As they told Rolling Stone Maga- good seller th.rough independent tinues the sound that made them
When the band came to America,
zine, ''We bought all this equipment channels.
· popular on their first LP.
promoting their debut album, they
and were knocking off this horrenTheir second LP, Lis~ en, an
headlined at clubs, opened at arenas
dous sound, and were just in album featuring the popular song
Soon afterward, Jive Records for the Go-Go's and SqueeZ\l,
heaven."
"Wishing (If I Had A Photograph of signed the band to a long-term deal appeared before 60,000 people at a
After a period of unemployment, You)" and their first British record, anli released a single of •'Telecom- Philadelphia stadium show, and
the Flock teamed up with Nelson to "Talking," recreated by the song's munication," which became a top were seen on cable television's rock
record ''Talking,'' which became a original.producer Bill Nelson, con- dance-club tune.
station MTV.

Twilight Zone Tribute Would Make Serling Proud
By Craig Chrissinger

In the first segment (the only original story in the movie), Landis'
Twilight Zone- The Movie is an idea is not new, but he makes a point
interesting and fitting tribute to the worth repeating even in this day and
late Rod Serling, particularly in the age in a new way.
way in which four young acclaimed
Vic Morrow, in this segment, is a
directors interpret the essence of the man forced to suffer the indignities
master's provocative and imagina· of his own bigotry in an unexpected
tive television series.
turnabout of space and time. The
The four segments of the film are strong moral point is a traditional
good examples of the variety of element from the series.
themes presented on Serling's oriStephen Spielberg's segment is
ginal show. Episodes did not always based on a Zone episode, "Kick the
have a message, but were sometimes Can."
Joe Dante's very interesting and
just thoughtful, bizarre or terrifying.
Written and directed by John bizarre segment was also based on
Landis, the prologue is an appropri- an episode, "It's a Good Life."
ate way of introducing the movie. A Anthony (Jeremy Licht) makes this
driver (Albert Brooks) and a passen- segment horrifying because he is a
ger (Dan Aykroyd) travel down a monstrous child with no conscience,
forest road, talking about TV trivia but with enormous, unrestrained
and ending up on the subject of the powers.
Kathleen Quinlan as Helen Foley,
Tll'ilight Zone. '
·

·"BEN KINGSLEY TOPS HIS BRILLIANT
WORK IN 'GANDHI' WITH THE MOST
RIVETING PORTRAYAL OF THE SEASON.,,
-Dar·ld Stf!rri/1,
c.hrt.tlnir .frlence .linn/lor
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ties. All advertising rates are doubled for this issue to cover
mailing costs and the increased print run.

Marron Hall.
Eddie Tafoya, Account E:xecutive

Emily Jackson, Summer Business Manager

Saturday at midnight.
Ftut 11m•s aJ Rldg•m<mt High - M Plaza:

Friday and Saturday at mlditfgbt.

__

RMhrilltl&t- Coronado: I!JS, 3:15, S:jS, 7~40,

9:40. Far North: 1:45, 3:45, 5:45, 7:45 and 9:45.
H~U's Ang1ls Fo~J't.r- M Plaza: Friday and
midnight.
Octnpu.rS)'- Coronado:_ lUIS, 2:30.4:45, 7!15-.

9:40, I'at North 1•lO, 4:20, 7:05,9:40.
An Ojjku and a Gentltman - Los Altos.

The OuiJidtrJ/SaturdaJ.' Night Ftrer- East~
1:30; 3:30 (Outs;ders), 3:30,_ 9:30 (Satur-

dale~

Porky's 111 The Nut DDy- Wyoming: 12:15,
2:15,4:15,6:15,8:15,10:15.
Pyscho IT- li>5 A llos: 2, 4:30,7,9:30,
Return of the. Dragon -:-~US Union Theater;

MAM,CAN WE USE H'M MOW!

Bruce Ia:

Return ot The Draa!on

SWiMfi
THING

Nightly: 7:15,9:15
Sat., Sun. Mat . : 1:15,3:15,5:15
Coming Next: THE GREY FOX

THE:. GUILD

TULANE&CENTRAL255·3050

SUB GAME ROOM
Will be sponsoring a

Annual Mali·OI.It Edition: The July 28 issue of the Daily Lobo

Advertise In the Dally Lobo. Call 277·5656 or drop.

A &p and Ills DogM Plaza- Friday and

Saturday at midnight.
Mad Ma.r- Wyoming; Fdday and Saturday at

..--Lobo Display Advertising

Issue
July 7
July 14
July 21
July 28

Anthony's guest, reacts with just the
right expressions and body language
to the odd circumstances.
Dante was clever in tying the look
and feel of the whole thing to the
little boy's love of cartoons.
Finally, George Miller remakes
"Nightmare at 20,000 Feet," the

day).

An advertisement in the New Mexico Daily Lobo is a. good
investment and bargain. We have a summer circulation of
8,000 while the University of New Mexico has a summer
enrollment of more than 7,000 studehts and a full-time staff of
4,759.
Summer Schedule for Remaining Issues
the Dally Lobo ls published each Thursday

by 131

A.Flockof Seagulls' most popular
song, "l Ran,'' was base(.] on a
photo Mike Score and Maudsley
saw of a flying saucer chasing two
people.
The record, 'the album's first single, was followed by "Space Age
Love Song."
"We read every science-fiction
book we can get our hands on," Ali
Score said.
Mike Score adds, "We all believe
in UFO's, and we're- technologyminded. The whole world is going to
be based around !he ZSO micro chip
very soon."
This year, A Flock of Seagulls,
the only British band to win a Grammy Award, was awarded the year's
best rock instrumental for their song
"D.N.A."
The Fixx will promote its 'latest
album, Reach the Beach. The group
made its American debut about a
year ago with the Shuttered Room
album.
The Fixx band members arc Cy
Cumin, vocals; Jamie West-Oram,
guitar; Adam Woods, drums; and
Rupert Greenan, keyboards.
The concert will be at 8 p.m. in
the Civic Auditorium. Tickets are
$10.10 and are available at Giant
Ticket Outlets.

Summer Pool Tourney••.
@ July 8 and 9
For more information
call277·4506

Thursday and Friday - 7, 9:30.
Rnum ofiht Jtdi- Louisiana: _II, 1:35-, 4:15,
7t 9:40, 1_2:10. CincmaEaSI: 1,4, 7,10,_
Th·e. koltiNi Stones: Ltr 's $ptnd the Nlghi
TOgrthtr- Wyoming: FridaY and Saturdmy at
midnight.
.'· _
_
StroAer Ac~- Winrock: 1:30, 3:30, S:JO. 7:301
9•30. Los Altos: 1:15,3:15,5:15, 7:1),1):15.
Superman 111-- Cinema East/LOuisiana: 12,
2•30, 5, 7:30, 10..
SurvliJOrs-'- Coronado: f 1 ·3:10; 5:15; 7~40,
!1:40..Fat North! I, 3:10, 5:20, 7:30, 9;50.
S~t•amp Thing ....... SUB Union Theater: Satot
day~ 1, 9:30, II; Sunday~ 'l, 9:30.
_Trading PIDcts ...... Coronado: 1_,_3:1~. 5:15,1:351
9:50. M Plaza: I, 3:10,.1:20,1:30,9:40.
Twilight Zont: Thi! Mo•l• --' Lobo: I :30, 3:30,
5:30, 7:30,9:30,_ Louisiana.
• War Gamt_&.- Wyoming: .12, 2:_30,--Sj 7:30 1 10.
M Plaza: I, 3;10, 5:20, 7:30, 9:40.
Y•liowb•atd- Wlntotk: 1:40,3:40,5:40, 7:40,
9:40, M Plaza: I, 3:10, 5:20, 7:}0, 9:40.

story of a very nervous airplane passenger, Valentine (John Lithgow),
who thinks he is going insane when
he sees a gremlin tearing apart an
airplane engine.
Lithgow's acting is realistic he does seem insane - and Mil-

will be light classics, Broadway hits_and tradition
holiday favorilcs, The evening will be.
highlighted by the JBJi Owrture ·acc-ompanied
by fireworks displays. Admission Is free and
open to thc·pubUc. MoreintormaUoil is available
a! !he NMSO Box o rfiee al84H565.
The Ch•mber Orc~e!tra will open the First
National Bank. in Albuquerque•~ noon~hour
performances Wc:dnesday at lhe First Plata
dowqtown. The Orchestra will ftaltJre music. by
Johann Sttauss. Beethoven, Gershwin,. Bern·
stein, Rossini artd others. Admission l!; free lind
the bank will sell lemonade on the plaza for 5·
cents a cup.
Susan P•lrh:k~ harpsichord-, Floyd Wlllfam51
I'Kordi!r; and Art Sbetnberg, vfol will present a
concert of inosrly French baroque music .at 8:15
p.m. July? in the UNM Alumni Chapel. Tickets
arc $3 for general admission and $1.50 for
Century Club members, senior citizens and
UNM students, ~tafr and faculty. More in~
formation is available at theUNM Fine Arts Box
Office at2n-4402.
Kenny Loggln!l_ will be at tbe Paolo Soleri J'uty
12. Tickers areS 15.60 at Oiant Ticket Outlets-.
IrOn Malden/S•"on/Futwiy wllt be· _at Tingley
Coleslum July 13, Tickets ere $U.JO at Giant
TickelOut!Cu,
Peter Tush wiil be at the PaoloSOieri inSanla Fe
July 19. Tickets are Sll at Oiant Ticket Outlets.
Pal Melhany will be at :the PaOfo Soleri in S-anta
Fe July 20; Tickets ate $12.8$ at Giant Ticket
Outlets.

Ier's tight direction makes this seg-.
ment intense and entertaining.
Overall, the movie succeeds in
giving an entertaining, varied taste
of the old television series. Speilberg's segmell( aside, Serling would
have approved,

Grtast, ·the long running Broadway J1it musical,

'.Viii be presented bytlleAibuguetqneCivic Light
Opera at 8;15 p.m. Friday and Saturday. 2:15
p.m. Sunday Iuly IS-!1~ 22·24 and 29-30 at
Popejoy Hatr. TJckt:ts are $5.50, .Ss.so and

$10.~0. with S2 discount for students, serifOr
citizens and children, and will be available at the
POpeJoy Hall Bo:< Otnte b~ginningiulyS.
I dol I dOl, a musical comedy based on the book
by Jan Dehartog, is being presented at the Barn
Dinner Theater. Tickets are SIS.SO SundayThUrsd~y, $16.50 Friday. $17'.50 Saturday•. The
Barn's doors: open at 6 p.m. Monday--Saturday, 4
p.m. Sunday.
Orphtusln the Undtrworld- will be_prescnt_ed
by ._~_e Santa Fe Opera July 1. 7, 9, 13 1 22,
August4, ~.18. 23,25 .m~27, Mote information
about tir:kets is- available. by calling the Santa Fe
Opera Box Office tl 982.·3855 or by wrfiing The
Santa Fe O~eta Press OfticetP.O. Dox
2408/SantaFe, N.M. 87501.
So/dado Rata.- a. critieal examination of Ihe
Chicano Fumily in the late 60's by Luis Valdez,
will be presented by Teatro Jilcante at 8 p.m.
Friday and Saturday Juty 1~23 at Casa Armijo
Community Center, 10.2t Isleta S.W. 7icket
Information is available al 877-6457 or 345-5475.
You Ctut.,t Takt It With You, a Puliticr Prize-:winning pJay by George Kaufinlin Mos~ Han, is
being presented at the Vortex. Theater at 8 p.m.
Friday and Sa!Urday, 2:30p.m. Sunday July 8·
31.. Tickets are $4 for general ·admission, $3,50
for students and senior cilitens. ReSerVations are
available by calling !he Vortex at247•8600.

4

h!11ht Splrlii Noel Coward is comedy fen turing
Madetine Kahni will run througH iuly ·J6. The
Festival Theater perfotans at the Armoty fot the
ArJS. 1050 Old Pecos Ttaillh Sanla Fe. Ticket
lrtrormalion is available al the Fes!ival Thea! or
a
fi
·
b
_ ~X or _1Ce at 983-9400 o_r y writing_ Tickets,
'Tho Fe.utval Theater, P~O. Box DD, S11nta Fe.

~!::}~!~:;;,, _will be presented by !he Sanla

lllg.Valley (8904 Menau! N.E.)- WOC •
lllackAnRtil (2284 WyorrtlngN.E.)- Slridett,
bogir1's (Montgome~y_Piaza) _Scratch.
Caravan Elist ·(7605 Central N.E.) _ CC

Watcrback (during happy hout); Clay Mac.
Fe Opera July 2; 6, 8, tS, Aosust 2j .to, 16; 24
Chelsea_ S.treet P~b (618 Coronado Shopping·
and 26.• More information about tfckeis is
Center·N.E,)- ReedandWfttston.
available by caUing the· Santa Fe Op_era Bo,.
Danbl's (2900 Coon N. W.) ..... Laney Mc:i:lonrild
Office at 982~3855 or by wtitirtg The Santa Fe
and hfsSwlngln' Crew.
Frfor's Norlh (4410 Wyonlirtg N.E.)- Babe
Opera Press Olfice/P.O. llo>t 2408/Sanla Fe,
N.M. 87SOI.
Ruthless.
CosJHJI'• ~ 8 bilfngual adaptation of l<asjJqr by,
Friar's Pub (6825 lontas N,l:,) - Waller
"•~e1er Handke·,.wll
·lbepreseli.tcd bYLa_c-ompa·nJa
·
Pigeon.
Gl'lham ·ctntnl Station (3301 Juan tabd
018 p.m. Friday and Sawrday July 1·24. TickO!s
N.E.)- Johnny Rivers (Monday); Babe
A Flock of SnRUII!I/The Flu· will be·at.t~e-Civic
ard41nadvance, $4·.50 at tht:·door.
n . ,j' .:.
"
d
I
.
51010
s·t,·ep'ng"·a·ut'"
will
be
prescn·l-'
·by
.t.lte·
"uthless(Weunesuay),
Audltotiunt oa!Ur ay. T ckcls are
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" o. '
'"
~
to
(800. R. • "' d ) ,... ·
OlarttTicke!Oullm.
Albuquerque Lillie Theater )U[y IS, 16, 17, 22,
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m "ran
one Oave
·
0
h.
Ill
2·3,
a·n·d
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Sports
Soccer Gets VarsityTitle;
Enters Regional Division
University of New Mexico athletic director John Bridgers
announced Monday that soccer
would be added to UNM's intercollegiate athletic program, becoming
the 13th varsity sport.
The soccer team will participate
in the varsity division of the Rocky
Mountain Intercollegiate Soccer
League (RMISL).
Dr. Craig Robertson, Professor of
chemistry and nuclear engineering
at UNM, will be the head coach, a
position he has held the past two
years when soccer was a club sport.
"I am very pleased that soccer is
now a part of the New Mexico athletic program," said Robertson.
''This is going to be a real challenge
for us. We said that we could sue·
ceed and now we have the chance to

prove it.
"We have received a lot of support from a lot of people over anumber of years. It was a great effort by
everyone involved. ''
Other teams in the RMISL include; Brigham Young University,
Air Force, University of Denver,
Colorado College, Colorado School
of Mines and Regis College (Denver).
UNM's first competition will be
Sept. 10, when they host the New
Mexico Intercollegiate Soccer
Tournament.
Any full-time UNM student
wishing to tryout for the soccer team
may do so during the first week of
school in the fall semester, Robertson said.

New Team Not Funded;
Must Raise Own Money
By Jim Wiesen

Michael A. Otdh:8o"i

Albuquerque Duke catcher Dave Sax swings past a pitch in the game last night against
Tacoma. The Dukes beat the Tigers 15-10 in a s/ugfest.

Glider Games
Held Saturday

Levi's
501'5

Shrink To Fit

Bootcut
Fashion Jeans

Wrangler
Cords

Zeppelin
Fashion Jeans

$16.99

NOW OPEN

lobo
men's
shop

If you happen to be driving along
in the far Northeast Heights Satur·
day afternoon and see an invasion
from the sky, don't panic.
The Sandia Soaring Association
will be hosting their second annual
"Fly In" from the Sandia Mountains. Registration for the event will
begin at 9 a.m. Saturday at the
judges. stand on Tramway Road about a quarter-mile off Tramway
Boulevard.
Competition will be held in three
categories - duration (distance of
flight), spot landing (as close to a
target as possible) and bomb dropping (dropping an object on a ground
target.) All three contests will be
conducted during the same flight.
For further information, contact
Dave Woods at 299-6889 after 6:30
p.m. or Mike Rupert at 821-6842.

*
*

Although soccer is an intercollegiate sport, the University of New
Mc1lico Athletic Department will
provide no funds for the team for the
first three years.
This was requested by UNM soccer Coach Craig Robertson in a
proposal made to the UNM Athletic
Council last October.
Robertson finds money for athle·
tic .scholarships, and other team expenses, a two-edged sword.
"We want to develop a program
that will benefit students from the
state itself as well as other stu·
dents," said Robertson. "If I had
funding, what it would do is shutout
the local product. l would feel pressure to win and would recruit in Cali·
fornia.
"UNM will be a place for people
who have played in Albuquerque's
high schools and youth teams to continue to develop their soccer skills as
well as their academics," he said.''
Unlike most coaches, Robertson
has his office in the Ferris Engineering Building.
Robertson, from Scotland, is a
professor in the university's chemical and nuclear engineering depart·
ment. He speaks with a Scottish brogue that dips and rises like ihe landscape of his home country.
"My measure of success is how
soccer complements the studies and
character of the individual, rather

2120 Central SE
of(
:i~. how we do competitively," he
243-6954
1of( 1Oo/o Student Discount
"We should be as competitive as
I~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~' of(
(With Valid UNM ID)
~ we have been in the previous club

Sundays 11-4

: . . .:~:··}..~!:~i=~~***• years ," Rob ertson said. The team
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was 17 -4 -3 1ast year.
It is unique for a program not to
receive funding from an athletic department. Robertson says he wanted
varsity status simply because it
makes scheduling less difficult.
In the club years, getting varsity
teams like San Diego State or Air
Force to play UNM was nearly impossible. Those teams had nothing

A Complete Line of
Equipment
for the Backpacker
2421 SAN PEDRO NE, ALB. N.M. 87110
\BE'TWI:EN MENAUL & INDIAN SCHOOL 884-51

Athletic Budget Unequal, Director States
By John Moreno
One-third of all varsity athletes at
the University of New Mexico are
women, but they receive less than 20
percent of the athletic budget, said
UNM Women's Athletic Director
Linda Estes,
"Although there is a legal basis to
enforce equal funding," she said,
•'very little will be done while
Ronald Reagan is president." Estes
spoke Sunday at a seminar on
women's athletics at the National
High School Athletic Coaches Association Convention, held at the Convention Center.
The legal basis is Title IX of the
Education Amendments of 1972,
which prohibits sex discrimination
in any federally-funded education
program or activity.
Before Title IX, "Men got all the
money. The women had practically

nothing, but when Title IX came about, you could say it (unequal funding) is illegal., and the implication
was that you .could take some action," she said.
However, Title IX contains several exemptions and loopholes, and
any attempt to bring suit against the
University would get lost in the
bur(!aucracy, Estes said.
Since Title IX, women's athletics
have improved and expanded, but it
hasn't always been easy. The Association for Intercollegiate Athletics
for Women (AlA W), which folded
last June, was founded in 1971 to
promote and administer women's
athletics. But according to Estes, it
did more to hold women back.
Initially, the AlA W ruled that
schools couldn't award. athletic
scholarships. A lawsuit eventually
forced them to drop the rule, but they
still limited the number of scho-

EYE DOCTOR
.
SERVICE
"Open Saturdays"
Cal; and
Compare

Our Prices

265-3828
4304 LOMAS, NE

lomas Blvd. at Washington
")

larships to less than the men's, she
said,
Also, the AlA W disallowed re·
cruitment expenditures. So if a student athlete wanted to visit a college
campus, she had to pay her own
way, This rule dis.criminated against
poor students, Estes said.
There was always a strong anticompetition feeling in the AlAW,
she said. "It comes from the Physical Education background of many of
the older administrators," whose
sexist attitudes stem from the social
values of 50 years ago.

eqJ!ality in athletics. Recently
appointed to the Governor's Com•
mission on Higher Education, she
said, "l can assure you that one of
the agenda items will be how women
arc treated at our slate universities,"
she said.

By YAMAHA

Riva

Now that the National Collegiate
Athletic Association sponsors Division I championships for women,
conditions have improved, But,
Estes said, there are some NCAA
officials who still oppose equality.
''They're not stupid enough to e)(press it in those terms anymore, but

Head Track Coach Del Hessel
announced the signing of hurdlers
Charlie Clark and Edward Ford,
bringing the number of signees to
eight.
Clark is from Roswell, where he
competed for Roswell Goddard in
the ll 0-high·hurdles and the 300intermediate-hurdles, Ford hails
from Widefield High in Colorado
Springs, Colo.
Clark was the New Mexico high
school champ in the 110-hlghs and

held the best time in the state for the
300-intermediate-hurdles. His winning time in the 11 0-highs was
14.18 seconds.
"Charlie has excellent size,"
Hessel said. "He has good potential
for improvement."
Ford is a sprinter as well as a hurdler. His top time in the hurdles is
14.15 seconds in the 110-highs and
has recorded a 10.7 for the 100meter dash. He also has good splits
in the short relays (400 and 800-

meter relays) of lOA and 21.1 respectively.
''Ford also has good potential for
improving on his times in both the
hurdles and the sprints," Hessel
said.
Other signees include Rick
Romero, Robert Wiley and Larry
Paroz of Highland High School,
Reggie Crawford of Valley High
School, Marty Trujillo ofBelen, and
H.R. McAdams of Las Cruces
Mayfield.

At last, two wheeled transportation
that lets you ride in the manner to which
you've become accustomed.ln style.
The Riva.Which you can,.
~~:..~.~!~'~'"!~~~!.~~,P,~alers: ~

NBA Squads Helped By Draft
NEW YORK (UPI) - Here is a summary of Tuesday's NBA draft as viewed by Marty U):,.ke, NBA
director of scouting:
Eastern Conference Atlanta -No first-round pick
so Hawks swap veteran Tom McMillen for swingman
Randy Wittman. Add guard Glenn Rivers and burly
John Pinonc. Boston- Ricky Robey is gone and
Kevin McHale may follow. Greg Kite, a 6-foot-11-inch
roadblock, can set picks and give up the ball. Chica•
go- Bullsgotthreeofthetop23 picks: Sidney Green,
Ennis Whatley and Mitchell Wiggins. Cleveland Cavaliers got two body hangers in Roy Hinson and
John Garris and a tough guard in Stewart Granger.
Detroit- Antoine Carr and Cliff Levingston, former
Wichita State teammates, get to compete for a job and
give Pistons depth up front. Indiana - Add Steve Stipanovich to a strong frontline and Sidney Lowe to
backcourt. Only setback was not landing local. hero
Wittman. Milwaukee - With Dave Cowens and Bob
Lanier on ailing legs, 7-foot-2-inch Randy Breuer is a
project for future. Add small forward Ted Kitchel. New
Jersey -Drafted well the last few years. This was not
one of them. Gets Horace Owens in second round and
Dirk Minniefield via Dallas. New York- Coach Hubic
Brown insists on defense from guards. He gets a good
one in Darrell Walker. Philadelphia- Imagine slickpassing Leo Rautins on the break with Julius Erving.
Washington ~ Bullets get offense from Jeff Malone
and Michael Britt.

Western Conference: Dallas - A deft touch at
.draft. If t,rade talk includes Mark Aguirre, Dale Ellis is
the replacement. Adds guard Derek Harper and center
Mark West. Denver- As if Nuggets need more
offense. Now get points from guard Howard Carter to
go with offense up front. Golden State -.Envisioning
Russell Cross as a Maurice Lucas-like forward. Pace
Mannion, 6 feet 7 inches, moves from forward to guard.
Houston -What else can you say about Sampson?
Rodney McCray may make fans forgive club for not
drafting Clyde Drexler. Kansas City - Got two bruis·
ers ln veteran Mark Olberding and LarryMicheaux. Los
Angeles- No James Worthy this time and no pick
until third round. All things considered, did well with
Orlando Phillips. Phoenix- Hard to figure. Needs
help underneath and goes with guards for first three
picks. Rod Foster adds zip to backcourt.

Portland- How long a leash will Coach Jack Ramsay
give Drexler? The open court gets interesting with
Drexler, Calvin Natt and Jim Pa1lson. San AntonioBackup for Artis Gilmore was teal need. Landed John
Paxson, who must find time behind point guard Johnny
Moore. San Diego - Backcourt requires federal
assistance and Byron Scott will help. Unveils its Afri·
can find, 7-foot·6 Manute Bol of Sudan. Seattle -Jon
Sundvold (an "Einstein in sneakers") gets to run the
break with Gus Williams. Scooter McCray helps fill
void with Lonnie Shelton gone.
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Close to UNM

there are more subtle ways that you
pick it up." For e1lample, she noted
that schools where these officials are
athletic directors or administrators
have very poor programs for
women's athletics.
Estes isn't only concerned about

Coach Signs Quality Hurdlers

• EXAMINATIONS
• CONTACT LENSES
• EYEGLASSES

THE
WILDERNESS

CENTRE

to gain with a win over a. club team.
"We can now go and pick up
teams like Hartwick (Oneonta, New
York) and Tulsa. In previous years
those teams wouldn't play us, but
now that we arc varsity, they will
because it counts on their record,"
Robertson said.
While Robertson was a major
contributor in the push for varsity
status at UNM, he doesn't take
much credit. "Soccer was granted
varsity status because of a big
growth at the youth and high school
level, which reflected the interest of
the people of the state.''
Soccer has been a club sport at
UNM for 22 years, but really picked
up steam about seven years ago
when some UNM students tried to
iron out a yearly schedule. Eventually, that schedule included Chihuahua Tech of Chihauhau, Mexico
and Brigham Young University.
But when Robertson joined as
coach two years ago, and ran soccer
clinics to offset club expenses,
varsity status became more realistic.
The team raised $5,000 through clinics last year.
As soccer continues to grow in the
Rocky Mountain area, competition
will get batter and the team's
chances for a national bid will in·
crease, he said.
Until the Westerrt Athletic Conference sanctions soccer as a varsity
sport, UNM's chances for a bid to
the national championships arc
doubtful, Robertson said.
"We would like to see the WAC
accept soccer as a varsity sport because it would give us direct access
to the National Collegiate Athletic
Association Championships," he
said.
Of the WAC schools, only San
Diego State, Air Force, BYU and
UNM have granted varsity status for
soccer.
If one more WAC team makes
soccer a varsity sport, theW AC will
be able to sanction soccer as a varsity
sport.

Sports
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(Reg. 5378)

Sleeping Bags
Summit Designs Aspen

oo

Sale $93
(Reg. $103)

Sale $79

·i:· Summit Designs Willow 20"

(Reg. $90)

* Camp 7 Ridge 25°
~:,·

Camp 7 Meadow 40°

Sale $151

(lf perfect $178)

Sale $U3.50

(li p•rlect 5134)

Mountain Clothing

* Wilderness
Experience
Mountain Parkas

-t.· Patagonia Bunting Jackets

*

Patagonia Bunting Pullovers

·{:{ Shorts

Sale $85
!Reg. $115l

Sare $39
(Reg. $57.50)

Sale $35

(Reg. $54.75)

$25% off

(select group)

Rafts
lJdisco 10 man
Show your true colors!

Sale $399
(Regular 5475)

Dress In red, white and blue and we'll give You to% off the

purehooe of your cholc.e.

& RIVERS
-~~~~~ ......, CENTRAL S.E. ~u
~WJ.J2!68-487'6, Mon-Fr110-6, Sal10·

Daily Lobo
Classified
Advertising
Says It All
Selling your car? Someone
special's birthday? Spread
the news in the classifieds.
131 Marron Hall. Deadline is
1 p.m. the day before it is to
run.

3. Services

4. Housing

PROt'ESSORI OFFICE NEED summer clean-up?
Call the Desk and Office Doctor! Minimum charge,
6/30
344-6776, 821·2003. 6 a.m.· II p.m.
QUICK, ACCU.RATE TYPING/Charts/Graphs In
my h11me. Call The Other Office 884-6564, 898-~0 1 ".
7/28
REPAIRS FOR ALL 1-•:...~. All problems. Fast
7/28
service, Discounts. J!SS-7696.
MEDICALLY SAFE, SCIENTIFIC weight-loss
program. 881-3775,
7/28
SUMMER MATH WORKSHOPS: Arithmetic, prealgebra, algebra, geometry, trigonometry, precalculus. Tuesdays or Thursdays 10 a.m.·t2 noon.
Limited to seven studenrs. Phone Dr. Abruzzo 292·
2971.
7/7
I DO DA YCARE in my home. Three children
maximum.Cnll255·9567, NeariJNM.
7/14
CORRECTIVE EXERCISE CLASSES. An effective
program for back, neck, shoulder problems, Careful,
knowledgeable instruction by an experienced
professional. Small classes. Body Correctives Inc.:
7/:Z 1
266-0608.
TYPING WORTH PAYING for. 247·3202, Louise.
8123
TENNIS LESSONS BY former college coach. 8813775.
7/28
TYPIST ON CAMPUS, Sense of humor. Some
genius. 242-3093,
6/30
JAZZ IMPROVISATION CLASSES_: Four two-hour
sessions with live rhythm section, Starts July 11.$40
fee. Instructors: John Truitt and Dan Dowling,
Phone John T;ultt Music Studio 266-8500.
7/14
MARC'S GUITAR CENTER is i1 highly competent
group of dedicated guitar instructors. We specialize in
helping yOQ to sound like your favorite artists and in
being creative with their techniques. 143 Harvard SE.
265·33!5.
6/30
TUTORING IN FRESHMAN or upper division
English and editing by an English instructor. 243·
5078 or277-6438, Roland.
7/14
'rYPING.,. PAPERS, RESUMES, etc. Cali 873·2257
9 a.m. to2 p.m.
7/21
OVERWEIGHT? NEED OVERWEIGHT people for
an all natural program (Herbalife), 255-9866.
7/7
SERENDIPITY DAY SCHOOL presents Childrens'
Film Festival June 11 through August 6, UNM
theater. Season ticket 512. Door admission $2,
lnforrnation, caii2SS-7336.
7128
ACULEX WORD PROCESSING: Theses, dissertations, term papers, resumes graphics. 831-3181,
7/28
VICTORIA'S WORD SMITHY: Word processing,
rnnnuscffpts, theses, dissertations. Cali Vickie 821·

LARGE EFFICIENCY APT., furnished, utilities
paid, N~r UNM and TVI. Excellent condition- great value! 2306 GarOeld SE, 255-7129 or
843-6SSS,
6/30
HQUSEMATE WANTED TO sublet for six weeks,
July !-August 15, Three-lldrm house 'h I;Jiock from
campus. WID, nice porch, $150 for six weeks, Ex,
6577' 242-2662.
6/30
SEEKING GRADUATE STUDENT, Walking
distance, share utilities and upkeep, first and last plus
$100 deposit, references, 242-6660,
7/28
HOUSEMATE WANTED TO share nice house.
Yards, washer, dryer, woodstove. Patrick 843-7215,
277-4806,
6/30
ROOMMATE NEJ;:DED TO sbare two-bedroom
apartment on campus, Sln.s(l plus 'h utl!ities, 242·
5573.
6/30
PERMANENT HOMEMA'fE WANTED to share
four-bdrm house near UNM. Has washer/dryer,
refrigerator, oven/stove, cable TV, lots morel Call
Gary 256-3746 anytime. Must be single. No pets,
children or smokers. Responsible adults need only
717
reply.
WANTED; ROOMMATE FOR NE Heights house.
Graduate student preferred. Late evenings 294-4262,
6/30
SUMMER SPJ;:CIAL; ONE-bedroom $230, Studio,
furnished, utilities paid $200. 1218 O,lpper NE. 842·
6170.
6/30
FOR RENT: EFFICIENCY apartment, 1410 Girard
N,E., 5210/mo., for one person, $230/mo, for 2
persons, all utilities paid, $150 security deposit, Fully
furnished-security locks ani! laundry facilities. No
chlldren or pets. Please call before 6:00 in the
tfn
evening, 266-8392.
THE CITADEL-SUPERB location near UNM and
downtown. Bus service every 30 minutes, I bedroom
or efficiency, $240 to $320, All uttlities paid, Deluxe
kitchen with dishwasher and disposal, recreation
room, swimming pool, TV room and laundry. Adult
couples, no pets. 1520 University NE. 243·2494, tfn

uu

«•~

1. Personals
WOlfUl Tilt: I'EOI'LE who called to claim the
puppy please call back. We have been wafting for you
to cull. If you do not claim your puppy, we will have
to look for a new home for her. Please call344-9107
or 24l-6118.
6130
I'LA<'E YOUR PERSONAL message to friends,
filmily, etc, in the classifleds. Only 17 cents per word
per day for four issues or less, 12 cents per word per
day fur five or more consecutive issues. 131 Marron
llall. Summer deadline: Every Wednesday at! p.m.
tfn

2. Lost & Found
CLAIM 'VOCR LOST rossmions at Cnmpus Police
tfn

R:UO a.m. to4'00

TYPINGSI.SO/PAGE. 293-4892,
8/JS
GUITAR LESSONS. ALL styles, 22 years teaching.
John Mitchell 268-0496.
7128
THESES, DISSt:RTATIONS, MANUSCRIPTS
typed on word processor, Standby Office Support
821-2038.
7/28
TilE CERVICAL CAP is a barrier method of birth
control. While being studied by the FDA, the cap is
available locally through the New Mexico Women's
Self-Help Group. 242·2402.
7/28
ACCURATE INFORMATION ABOUT con·
traception, sterilization, abortion. Right To Choose,
294-0171.
tfn
CO:"TACTS-POLISIIING, SOJ.UTIONS Casey
Optical Company on Lomas just west of Washington.
tfn
WE GOT DISTRIBUTORS. Prescription eyeglass
frames. Greenwich Village (Lennon Styles), gold
rimless. SS4.SO (regular $65.00), Pay Less Opticians,
5019 Menaul N.E., across from LaBclles,
tfn
PREGNANCY TESTING & counseling, Phone 2479819.
tfn

5. ForSale
FOR SALE; CAMPUS commuter electric
wheelchair. 4727 Trinity, Los Alamos, NM. Phone
7/28
662·2703.
OSBORNE PORTABLE COMPUTER. 64K, dUal
double density disk drives, 12" monitor, with $1800
worth of software (includes wordstar and dbase 11).
$1750. 247-9264.
6/30
OXFORD EDITION DICTIONARY, Compact
6/30
edition. $30. Cail247-8905.
lOOJo DISCOUNT TO UNM students. Treasures 'N
Pleasures, New and excellent used furniture. IS 17
Eubank NE near Constitution. Visa/Mastercard, 30·
day layaway, M-F 9:30·5:30. Sat 9:30-3:00.
7/14

1C
1C
1C

1Oo/o Student. Discount
(With Valid UNM ID)
*Lomas at*Va1~42-1192

** ****

.

**
**

2t

·~~·~~··~

SQUARE DANCJ,l THURSDAY 7-9 p.m. on the
mali in front of library. Beginners welcome. SO cents.
7/14
CLUB7 MEETING? EVENT? Advertise In Las
Noticias. Only 10 per word per issue for UNM
organizations,
·
tfn

TNECATS

~

AfEOJU

RECYCLED CLOrHES
for il.e
3104- C£NTH}.L, 5£

255-8.1.30

FANJLY
I0-6 MON·FRJ

2-7 2nd TU 11-t.SAT

u. ~\JFMiiJ\'~a.,

w•:..\1' •.,
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ARMY-NAVY GOODS
265-7777

SELF SERVE

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE

SUNDAY NOON ·5

SALE
copies

2312 central S.E.
255·9673

Cut Fresh Daily

~

9. I.Jas N oticias

504 YALE SE

•

Curly-Q Fr~es

DRIED PEACHES, PEARS •. Regular $4.50 lb, now
a special at $3 lb, At the Mixed Bag, 2210 Ce11tral SE,
Across from UNM.
6/30
RAY BAN SUNGLASSES 25% off. Kaufman's, a
Real Army-Navy stare. 504 YaleSE, 265-7777. 7/21
FREE KITTENS, ONE female, orange. One male,
white with li~ht orange ears and tail. Call Barron or
Sally Oder, 255·6959 or 277-6451,
6/30
TRAIL SHOR.TS·MILITARY snorts, Rest selection
in town. Kaufman's, a Real ArmY•Navy store. 504
Yale SE.
7121
SERENDJPlTY DAY SCHOOL presents Childrens'
Film Festival June II through August 6, UNM
theater. Season ticket $12. Door aclmission $2,
Information, cali2SS-7336.
7/28
15% on· SWISS Army knives. Ka\lfman's, a Real
Army-Navy stare. 265-7777.
7/21
VISA/MASTERCARD OBTAINED easily now!
Also receive new credit card immediately! No one
refused. Charge clothes household items, etc, Call
7/7
today, 602·966-0090 ext. 0924.
ADVERTISE IN THE Daily Lobo. Come to 131
Marron Hall.
tfn

MisceUane~us

New 12 to 18 Speeds
and Mountain Bikes
1706 Central SE

enter

~

8.

BUSINESS DJ;:GREE? WHERE do you get
management experience plus .30~ In four ye11rs? Call
6/30
Navy Officer Selection 766-3895,
COLLEGE REP WANTED to dlstrib!lte "Stpdent
Rate" subscription cards on campus, Good income,
no selling involved, For information and application,
write to Campus Service, 1745 W. Glendale Ave.,
Phoenix, Az 85021.
6/30
SUMMER WORK. PHONE sales. $3,50 hour,
bonus, 243.1780.
8/23
MOUNTAINS AND RIVERS is looking for a bright,
high-energy person who is experienced In xc skiing,
backpacking, and kayaking, canoeing or rafting. IS
hours a week. Call268-4876.
6/30
CHi\NGJ;: SPAR~i: TIME into spare cash, Sales
positions available. Cootempo Fashions, Call 2554931,293-2205,
6/30
WORK-STUDY POSITIONS; NMEAF, 2301 Yale
SE, has five openings for work-study employees.
Filing and light tYping responsibilities. $3,65 hour.
6/30
NEED A JOB or supplemental Income? Call 8813775,
7/28
NEED A JOB? Hogares Group Homes is interviewing for substitutes. Must be over 21. Gain
experience W()r~ing with teenagers. Call Carol
6/30
Bickelman 345-8471.
WORK AND TRAVEL free ... Cruiseships and
airlines need help, ali occupations, For information,
7/7
call 602-998-0575 ext. 924.
PART·TIME JOB afternoons and evenings. Must be
21 years old, !'dust be able to work Friday and
Saturday nights. Apply in person, no phone caliF
please. Saveway Liquor Store at 5516 Menaul NE and
5704 Lomas NE.
7/28

ADVERTISE YOUR TRIP, adventure or ride needs
in the Daily Lobo.
tfn

THE NEW BIKE SHOP IN TOWN

- ·-

~

6. Employment

~Vt=I/S;J

uitar

Chicago Style Hot Dogs

7. Travel

.<!>2W~

~morcs

Hot Dogery

DISCOUNT BICYCLE Pi\RTS, repairs, overhauls,
wh~l building, Personal service. Cost - plus
Frametts, European/ Japanese professional parts. Bill
Hart 255-7696,
7/26

New Mexico
Daily Lobo
Class·ified
Advertising

ACROSS
1 Damage
5Villain
10 Fashion
14Jai15 Choleric
16 Shortly
17 Zoroastrian
19 Split
20 Attract
21 Asian fate
22 Chooses
23 Chemical
compound
25 Hawaiian
treat
26 Finnic native
30 Seaman
31 Tool part
34 Leerer
36 Portends
38 Three: lt.
39 Head injury:
2words
42 Clue
43 Religious
statue
44 Rowed
45- fidelis
47 Pronoun
49 Garden areas
50 A of ETA
51 Stephen Vincent-

53 Alaskan
native
55"-!
Humbug!"
56 Goodies
61 Sleeping
62 Tending to
blowup
64 Lido money
65 Receiver
66 Expos or
Cubs
67 Not as much
68- nous
69 Sluggish
DOWN
1 Reek
2 Danish meas.
3 Bombast
4 The South
of France
5 Uncover
6 Prior to
7 Chase VIP:
4words
8 Fur
9 Undiluted
10 Color
11 Worth 1000
words:
2 words
12 "-do it!"
13 Windups
18 Flyer

MONDAY'S
PUZZLE SOLVED
S[AA IIFATEIAASSE

IBEG
IDOL
ETHEL
R E I N S T A T E
F L U E S
E L G I N -~ ~ ~ 0 R A N D A

...•

..

SEN, l i N . -

-EDIIT

,.,

ACTIIVE

0 0 P
K AIR lA T
E S T
P E NIE TRIA T E
B L ~lA E
SIT R IE S S
D EIR E -S T A R T
NIE 0 T A R

BI GEAr ,!l.t;•s

ALERT
SIEVE
HADES

I EN

A

SINliTRAL
ICON
ESNE
NEWT
SEAS

24 Chart
40 Manner
25S. Amer.
41 Tally
brandy
46 Smug ones
48 Parlor piece
26Welland
51- of beef
Canal fea52 TofiNT
tures
27 Jibe
53 Lofty
28 Key hockey- 54 Rose's man
ists
55 English monk
29 Hoosegow
57 Ages
31 Legume
58 Indigo shrub
32 Botched
59 N. Mexico
Indian
33 Instruments
60 Seattle35 Readier
37 Sump
63 Through

Rates:
. 17¢ per word per day or
12¢ per word per day if run
five or 1nore consecutive days.

Deadline:
. 1:00 p.m. of the day
prior to the date of insertion.
Marron Hall Room 131
Ad ~\WMJIN•..,
265-7777

~ WfAii'l'
..,
ARMY NAVY GOODS
504 VALE SE

(between biology and journnllsm bulldings)

Open 8:0U a.m. to 5:00p.m.
Monday through Friday

.•

